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Abstract. The framework of the single point uncertainty developed at the Institute of Manufacturing Metrology
(FMT) presents a methodology to determine and evaluate the local measurement uncertainty for a measurement
setup by local comparison of a measurement series with an associated reference geometry. This approach, which
was originally developed and optimized for the processing of complete areal measurements of work pieces using
industrial X-ray computed tomography, was now also extended to line scans found in dimensional testing using
tactile coordinate measuring machines (CMMs). The targets of the investigation are spur (involute) steel gear
wheels, which can be dimensionally characterized by both helix and profile scans using a CMM in scanning
mode in combination with a rotatory table. A second measurement procedure is characterized by a single scan of
the complete gear profile without the usage of a rotatory table, using the “free-form scan” CMM functionality.
The modification of the single point uncertainty framework in order to determine the single point precision of
repeated gear wheel measurements was implemented successfully for gear measurements using the Zeiss Gear
Pro evaluation software in combination with a rotatory table as well as unassisted free-form scans of the same
gear. The examinations yielded abnormally high random measurement errors, which could not fully be explained
within our examinations and was for the most part caused by the accuracy of the used rotatory table of the CMM.
The alternative measurement method showed that the CMM system is capable of measuring very precisely in
scanning mode if the changes in the curvature of the scan trajectory are favourable.

1 The concept of the single point uncertainty

The framework of the single point uncertainty describes a
methodology to statistically evaluate the local measurement
uncertainty of a measurement series consisting of n repeated
single measurements with respect to an associated reference
geometry in the sense of the International Vocabulary of
Metrology (VIM) (Brinkmann, 2012). Usually, a geometric
registration routine is required to geometrically align the sin-
gle measurements with the reference geometry. The surface
data are represented by triangle meshes using the STL file
format. Originating from homogeneously distributed surface
points on the reference surface (also called sampling points),
the distances to each single measured surface are calculated.
Depending on the sampling strategy applied, slightly differ-
ent distances are computed (Müller and Hausotte, 2019a).
Finally, each sampling point is associated with n calculated

distances (one for each measurement repetition). For each
of those sets of distances, the mean value as well as the
standard deviation can be computed. In case a reference ge-
ometry is actually available, the combination of the hereby
calculated local systematic measurement error and the local
random measurement error represents the single point (mea-
surement) uncertainty. In case no reference measurement ex-
ists, the nominal geometry of the work piece can be used.
In that case, the mean distance value represents the com-
bination of the systematic error and the work piece devia-
tions, and both effects cannot be separated. Nonetheless, the
distribution of random measurement errors (also called mea-
surement precision) of the measurement setup can be deter-
mined. The exact knowledge of the single point uncertainty
of a measurement setup result can greatly influence the qual-
ity of the subsequent measurement data evaluations. The pro-
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cessing of single point precision data as weighting factors in
geometry element fitting routines can lead to a more accu-
rate determination of geometry element parameters (Müller
and Hausotte, 2019b). For industrial computed tomography
(CT), the visual evaluation of the locally varying uncertain-
ties gives direct insight into the underlying X-ray penetra-
tion lengths. This is because they directly affect the single
point noise due to the impaired signal-to-noise properties
of the recorded projections. The method was successfully
used to correct systematic measurement errors in CT mea-
surements by determining the systematic single point errors
of a simulated measurement series and subsequently correct-
ing these systematic measurement deviations (Müller et al.,
2018). The core routine used in this former work at the In-
stitute of Manufacturing Metrology (FMT) provided accu-
rate results under most conditions (Fleßner et al., 2016). This
algorithm computes the distance from each sampling point
of the reference/nominal geometry in the direction of the
vertex normal vectors of these sampling points to the tri-
angulated measurement geometry. This sampling strategy is
called normal vector (Fig. 1). If a measured coordinate is
trustworthy, the same applies for the normal vector of the
nominal geometry and thus defines the direction in which
the corresponding point on a measurement surface is most
likely expected. Mathematically, this problem is described
by a ray–triangle intersection test, which is a well-known
problem in the field of computer graphics (Glassner, 2007;
Suffern, 2007; Shirley and Morley, 2003; Möller and Trum-
bore, 1997; Schlick and Subrenat, 1995). Subsequent devel-
opment efforts resulted in the introduction of an alternative
sampling strategy, which solved the problematic sampling of
edge regions associated with the sampling in the direction
of the surface normal vector (Müller and Hausotte, 2019a).
This sampling strategy calculates the shortest distance from
a sampling point to the target surface and is therefore called
shortest distance (Fig. 1). Additionally, this sampling ex-
hibits superior run time properties compared to the existing
ray-tracing solution. Despite superior performance character-
istics it rarely makes sense to use the third sampling strategy,
nearest neighbour (Fig. 1), because of the high dependence
on the stability of the point cloud density. The determination
of the single point uncertainty makes it then possible to pass
information about the measurement uncertainty to complex
extended tolerance analysis methods and therefore consider
the uncertainty inherently associated with any measurement
(Müller et al., 2019b). So far, we have only determined and
evaluated the single point uncertainties for measurement sys-
tems producing an areal measurement result represented as
triangle meshes. These are mainly CT and structured-light
scanning (Müller et al., 2019a).

2 Aim and scope of this article

This contribution presents various suitable adjustments to the
single point uncertainty framework in order to also be able
to process line scans from coordinate measuring machines
(CMMs) using the example of gear wheel measurements.
Because of the fact that no reference measurements with a
lower measurement uncertainty were available for the used
CMM, only the single point precision was determined using
the nominal geometry (CAD – computer-aided design) as the
sampling start geometry. The complex geometrical inspec-
tion of gear wheels ensures the transferability of the approach
to easier measurement setups. The gear measurement using
Zeiss Gear Pro in combination with a rotatory table and the
CMM – scanning mode is compared against a gear measure-
ment using a single free-form scan capturing the complete
gear profile. Additionally, the precision of the used rotatory
table is evaluated, because it was identified as a significant
source of measurement errors for the first mentioned mea-
surement setup. Because of the different measurement setups
of both examined methods, a direct comparison is not a target
of the following investigations. The analysis of these slightly
different measurement setups makes it possible to estimate
the effect of potential influencing factors on the visualized
results and identify limits of the demonstrated procedure. Fi-
nally, the feasibility of the presented approaches is judged by
the plausibility of the achieved results.

In the context of the subsequent descriptions of this article,
precision designates the single point precision (see Sect. 1),
if not explicitly stated otherwise.

3 Measurement data acquisition

For the following demonstration purposes, a wire eroded,
spur (involute) steel gear wheel characterized by 17 teeth,
a face width of 8 mm and tip circle diameter of 19.4 mm
(module 1 mm) is used. The measurement setup is character-
ized by the tactile CMM Zeiss UPMC 1200 CARAT S-ACC
with a built-in rotatory table. In contrast to areal measure-
ments, which are typically represented by or easily converted
into a triangle mesh representation, CMM line scans consist
of point clouds with additional meta-information (e.g. prob-
ing vectors). Two different measurement sequences which
were both utilizing the CMM scanning mode were examined
and compared against each other. The first one is character-
ized by the measurement and testing of gears as described in
VDI/VDE 2612-1 (VDI/VDE, November 2018) in combina-
tion with the Software Zeiss Gear Pro and the built-in rota-
tory table of the CMM. The second measurement sequence
consisted of a scan of the complete gear profile using the
free-form scan feature within Zeiss Calypso and without the
usage of the rotatory table. All controllable filter operations
on the measurement data were switched off and the ball tip
diameter was 0.8 mm. Each measurement sequence was re-
peated 20 times (n= 20), following the recommendation in
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Figure 1. Visualization of the different sampling strategies nearest neighbour (left), shortest distance (middle) and normal vector (right)
(Müller and Hausotte, 2019a).

Figure 2. Visualization of a complete tactile gear wheel measure-
ment consisting of profile and helix scans.

the ISO 15530-3:2011 standard (International Organization
for Standardization, September 2018). Thus, this setting the-
oretically results in a relative uncertainty of the investiga-
tions, caused by the limited sampling, of 16 %, assuming nor-
mally distributed uncertainties (Joint Committee for Guides
in Metrology, 2008). The measurements were performed in
a temperature-controlled environment with temperatures set
to 20 ◦C± 0.2 K (temperature classification A according to
VDI/VDE 2627-1 VDI/VDE, December 2015) with a rela-
tive humidity of 45 %± 10% (humidity classification A ac-
cording to VDI/VDE 2627-1 VDI/VDE, December 2015).

3.1 Method 1: single profile and helix scans

With respect to gear wheel inspection, the VDI/VDE 2612
guideline states that “Unless agreed otherwise, the profile is
measured in a transverse plane approximately in the middle
of the face width.” (VDI/VDE, November 2018) The profile
measurement is complemented by the helix measurement:
“The helix preferably is measured on the diameter of the V-
cylinder.” (VDI/VDE, November 2018) Summarizing, each
gear flank is described by one profile scan and one helix
scan. The measurement data evaluation was done using the

Zeiss Calypso 5.6 and Zeiss Gear Pro 5.9.0.2 software tools.
The exact scan trajectory in interaction with the rotatory ta-
ble within the presented examinations was determined by the
Zeiss Gear Pro software. At the beginning of the measure-
ment, the coordinate system of the gear wheel with respect
to the coordinate system of the CMM was defined. First, the
rotation axis of the gear wheel was determined by two circle
scans. The remaining rotatory symmetry was dissolved by
centring of the probe stylus between two gear teeth. Figure 2
shows the results of a complete gear wheel measurement us-
ing the described tactile measurement setup. Each profile and
helix scan can individually be identified, which will be used
within the data processing pipeline to calculate the nominal
geometry for each single scan. This statement sounds coun-
terintuitive, as there can only exist one nominal geometry for
a give measurement object. Nonetheless, here this statement
holds true as the measurement software scans along the nom-
inal geometry (CAD file) and records the measured points
with respect to that underlying nominal geometry. Thus, the
measurement results of a tactile line scan are represented by
the recording ofmmeasurement points {Xi}mi=1 ⊆ R3 as well
as the associated probing vectors {Vi}mi=1 ⊆ R3 and the dis-
tances {di}mi=1 ⊆ R1 measured from the nominal geometry to
the measurement points in the direction of the probing vec-
tors. Although the nominal geometry is not given explicitly in
the coordinate system of the measurement system, the nom-
inal geometry coordinates {Ni}mi=1 belonging to each mea-
surement coordinate can be reconstructed as follows (Eq. 1):

Ni =Xi −Vi · di . (1)

This basic relation will be used for the determination of
the single point uncertainty for this measurement setup in
Sect. 4.1. In theory this calculation leads to the same nomi-
nal geometry for each measurement repetition. However, due
to imperfections during the measurement this is not the case,
and an additional calculation step must be inserted.
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Figure 3. Visualization of repeated gear profile scans (n= 20) us-
ing the functionality scan on curve based on a free-form scan.

3.2 Method 2: measurement of the gear profile using a
scan on curve

The second measurement series was created based on the
scan unknown contour Zeiss Calypso functionality (feature
set ScanInPlaneEndIsPlane according to I++ DME, 2020;
see also Hausotte et al., 2009). The gear wheel was mounted
such that its rotatory axis was aligned parallel with the z axis
of the CMM. First, a 2-D-spline curve was created by scan-
ning the unknown profile of the gear wheel in the x–y plane
by probing the contour with a constant probing force, while
the z axis of the CMM was locked at a constant height such
that the scan was performed in the middle of each gear he-
lix. Subsequently, this recorded spline curve was then used
as the nominal outline of the gear wheel profile and 20 mea-
surement repetitions were performed in scanning mode. In
contrast to the measurements acquired using method 1 (see
Sect. 3.1), a single measurement consists of the complete
gear outline. The 21 measurements (20 measurement repeti-
tions and the 2-D curve) were performed under the same con-
ditions as the gear measurements mentioned above, including
the ball tip diameter of 0.8 mm as well as the disabling of
all data filter operations. Figure 3 shows the 20 contours of
this measurement series as point clouds. This methodology
is subsequently described as scan on curve.

4 Data processing pipeline to calculate the single
point precision

As mentioned above, the single point uncertainty framework
was developed to evaluate the uncertainty parameters from
repeated areal measurements of measurement objects. In
contrast to that, the tactile gear evaluation is characterized by

line scans, and thus the sampling strategy using the normal
vector of the sampling start surface of the reference geometry
was not feasible. The reason for that is that in general a ray-
tracing algorithm can only test the intersections of a ray with
areal targets, which is not the case for line scans. Put differ-
ently, a ray-tracing test in three-dimensional space (shooting
a ray in a defined direction starting from a defined location)
cannot hit targets with zero area, such as lines. Even though
some cases can mathematically be constructed where an in-
tersection is still possible, in general the calculations yield
no solution, ultimately because of the limited numerical ac-
curacy. Consequently, the “shortest distance” sampling strat-
egy had to be used. The following subsections describe the
slightly different data processing pipelines for the evaluation
of the profile and helix scans according to VDI/VDE 2612
(using Zeiss Gear Pro) and the measurement of the gear pro-
file using the scan on curve approach.

4.1 Method 1: single profile and helix scans

In the following,
{{
Nk
i

}m
i=1

}n
k=1
⊆ R3 denotes the nomi-

nal geometry of the same scan (helix or profile with index
k) of all n measurements of the measurement series using
Eq. (1). Assuming a perfect measurement, the superposi-
tion of all calculated sets of nominal geometry coordinates{{
Nk
i

}m
i=1

}n
k=1

following Eq. (1) should result in the same
nominal geometry by definition. However, Fig. 4 shows that
this is not the case for real measurements due to various kinds
of error sources influencing the measurements. In order to de-
termine the single point precision, the common nominal ge-
ometry must be known, because it represents the definition
of the sampling points. As a result of the pre-knowledge that
the gear wheel is straight-toothed, we know that each nom-
inal helix geometry must be a straight line. Consequently,
one possibility to reconstruct the nominal helix scan line
from the repeatedly measured scans is to calculate the so-
lution for a line regression model (Fig. 4, green line). This
was done based on the singular value decomposition (SVD)

of all coordinates
{{
Nk
i

}m
i=1

}n
k=1

(Shakarji and Srinivasan,
2013), which results in a least squares solution for the scan
direction vector. The position of that scan line is determined

by the mean value of all coordinates of
{{
Nk
i

}m
i=1

}n
k=1

. The z

components ez of all probing vectors {Vi}mi=1 recorded during
the measurements were always zero; thus, all probing vectors
are perpendicular to the scan direction ez.

That means that deviations from the nominal geometry
perpendicular to both the probing vector and the scan direc-
tion can in principle not be recorded for straight-line scans
using only one vector {Vi}mi=1, which is also observable in
Fig. 5. Consequently, the regression analysis was necessary
here to reconstruct the nominal helix, which is required to
sample the single point precision. Figure 5, which contains
the same measurement data as Fig. 4, also shows that the
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Figure 4. Visualization of the calculated nominal geometry from
repeated helix scans and the result of the linear regression. Caution:
axes are not equally scaled.

repeated scans are affected by some kind of offset relative
to each other, which indicates the influence of a dominant
error source within the measurement chain. Consequently,
this error source is also reflected by the subsequently deter-
mined single point uncertainty. After determining the nomi-
nal helix scan, sampling points were spaced out equally on
that line. After that, the shortest (signed) Euclidean distances
from each sampling point to each repeatedly measured helix
scan defined by {Xi}mi=1 were calculated, resulting in the dis-
tance sets {tk}nk=1 ⊆ R1 now associated with each sampling
point. The calculation also allowed for intersections between
sampling points using linear interpolation and is therefore not
equal to a simple nearest neighbour search. The shortest dis-
tance sampling also additionally requires the vertex normal
vectors for each sampling point in order to decide whether
deviations are counted as positive or negative values. These
vertex normal vectors for each sampling point are defined by
the mean vector of {Vi}mi=1. Next, the single point precision
for each sampling point was defined by the standard devi-
ation of {tk}nk=1. The described approach was then repeated
for all helix scans.

A very similar data processing pipeline was implemented
to determine the nominal profile scan geometry. Here, the
SVD was used to identify the two main axes of the point

cloud
{{
Nk
i

}m
i=1

}n
k=1

, which was then followed by a regres-

sion analysis using a high degree polynomial (R2) model.
The high degree polynomial to approximate the involute of
the spur gear was used mainly because the mathematical de-
scription of the involute was only available to us implicitly
through the CAD model. Additionally, one could argue that
the deviations introduced by using a polynomial model in-
stead of the mathematical involute are negligible in the ex-

Figure 5. Projection of the calculated nominal geometry into the
x–y plane. Measurement deviations perpendicular to the probing
vector (z component is zero) are not recorded.

Figure 6. Projection of the calculated nominal geometry into the
x–y plane. Measurement deviations perpendicular to the probing
vector (z component is zero) are not recorded.

amined solution space (the involute is only measured in the
profile evaluation range defined in DIN ISO 1328-1:2018-03
Sect. 3.4.1.4; see also Fig. 6). Furthermore, the observed
quantities are of a statistical nature (here mainly standard
deviations of the sampled distances from the sampling con-
tour), which also reduces the effects of a potential misrepre-
sentation of the spur involute due to the polynomial model.
Figure 6 shows the determination of the nominal profile
scan line (embedded between the red lines). Note that the
recorded z components ez of the probing vectors {Vi}mi=1
during the measurements are again always zero. After that,
equally spaced sampling points are defined on that nominal
geometry and the associated vertex normal vectors are cal-
culated by derivation of the fitted function (z components ez
set to zero). Finally, the single point precision could then be
calculated the same way as described above, which was also
repeated for each of the profile scans afterwards.
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4.2 Method 2: measurement of the gear profile using a
scan on curve

The evaluation of the scan on curve outline varies slightly
from the previously described profile and helix scans. Be-
cause of the fact that each measurement consists of a com-
plete profile of the gear wheel, a global registration approach
was used. Thus, the transformation instructions to align the
point cloud consisting of all measurement repetitions with
the nominal geometry (CAD) of the gear wheel were de-
termined using PolyWorks Metrology Suite 2018 IR5. A
high-density point cloud representing the nominal gear pro-
file was created by converting the CAD model of the gear
wheel into a high-resolution triangle mesh using Autodesk
Inventor Professional 2018, followed by our own implemen-
tation of a post-processing routine. Each point was associated
with the normal vector defined by the vertex normal vectors
defined within the underlying triangle mesh. After that, the
following sampling problem can be reduced to a 2-D prob-
lem by projecting the coordinates onto the x–y plane. Fig-
ure 7 shows the starting position for the following sampling,
during which the distances {tk}nk=1 are calculated from each
point on the nominal contour (green data points) to each of
the n= 20 measurement repetitions (red data points). The
distances were calculated between a sampling point and the
shortest distance to the targeted measurement point cloud,
while linear interpolation between grid points was enabled,
as already described in Sect. 4.1. Each single profile scan
consisted of 2189 measurement points, the set defining the
nominal geometry consisted of 457 283 coordinates. Again,
the single point precision for each sampling point is de-
scribed by the standard deviation of {tk}nk=1.

5 Results

5.1 Method 1: single profile and helix scans

Figure 8 shows the calculated single point precision for all
gear wheel profile and helix scans. The observed precision
values represent the superimposition of the geometric work
piece deviations (compared to the nominal geometry) and all
uncorrected measurement error contributions along the com-
plete measurement chain. This includes the definition of the
coordinate systems and additional components like the ro-
tatory table. The profile scans exhibit systematically lower
(better) precision values in the range between 2 and 10 µm
compared to the helix scans (between 10 and 25 µm). Addi-
tionally, the precision noticeably fluctuates along the helix
scans. For the examined measurement setup, the precision
of the rotatory table can be regarded as especially important.
Because of that, the rotatory table was subjected to additional
examinations. The target of the following investigations was
to determine whether the error characteristics of the rotatory
table could account for the observed single point precision
values. For that purpose, a flick standard (precision cylin-

Figure 7. Projection of the calculated nominal geometry into the
x–y plane. Measurement deviations perpendicular to the probing
vector (z component is zero) are not recorded.

Figure 8. Single point precision for helix and profile scans of re-
peated gear wheel measurements.

der with a flattening of 15 µm) was repeatedly measured 20
times. A single measurement consisted of two circle scans
of the cylinder shell surface, which were used to determine
the cylinder axis. Another circle scan characterizes the front
surface of the cylinder and the fourth circle scan measures
the flick (flattened area). Figure 9 shows the distance of the
measurement coordinates from the common Gaussian circle
in polar coordinates.

The location of the flick is clearly visible at around 10◦

(see also Fig. 10). The flick standard was rotated by the ro-
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Figure 9. Circle scan containing the flick (height 15 µm): distances
from the Gaussian circle in polar coordinates. See also coordinates
in Fig. 10, with ex matching the vector [φ = 0◦ 1] and ey matching
the vector [φ = 90° 1].

tatory table during the measurement with a fixed position of
the probe stylus. This approach makes the verification of the
precision of the rotatory table possible, because the measured
coordinates were then effectively represented by polar co-
ordinates (angle in the x–y plane recorded by the rotatory
table and radius by the CMM). The coordinate system was
arranged such that the z axis was represented by the deter-
mined flick standard cylinder axis. Then, the measured coor-
dinates, which are part of the flick, were extracted by an iter-
ative distance and angle-based search algorithm. Afterwards,
the position of the flick was determined by robustly fitting
a polynomial function (degree 1), which can be written as
Eq. (2), into the selected part of the circle scan (Fig. 10).

f (x)= ax+ b (2)

The angular representation of the slope (Eq. 3) of that line
then represents the angular position of the flick.

θ = arctan(a) with θ in ◦ (3)

Consequently, the scatter of that angle observed over multi-
ple repeated measurements is influenced by the angular posi-
tioning precision of the rotatory table. Assuming an underly-
ing normal distribution and targeting a level of confidence of
approx. 99 %, the value of 3 standard deviations (Joint Com-
mittee for Guides in Metrology, 2008) of the angular position
was determined to be 83.7 arcsec. Additionally, the probing
repeatability of the measurement chain was tested by deter-
mining the scatter of the perpendicular distance of the fit-
ted polynomial function to the cylinder axis of the flick stan-
dard. Three standard deviations were calculated as 0.41 µm.

Figure 10. Robust line regression at the flick location; same coor-
dinate system as Fig. 9.

During the calibration of the rotatory table (DIN Deutsches
Institut für Normung e.V., 08/2000; VDI/VDE, 05/2006), a
wobbling angle of 24 arcsec was determined. Additionally,
the angle between the rotatory axis and the CMM coordi-
nate system was characterized by 6 arcsec. These two error
sources are of a systematic nature and were therefore cor-
rected by the measurement software.

5.2 Method 2: measurement of the gear profile using a
scan on curve

Figure 11 shows the single point precision (standard devia-
tion) for the examined repeated gear wheel measurements us-
ing scan on curve. The false colour plot shows very low pre-
cision values (< 1 µm) for the middle part of the gear profile,
while the observed precision values are significantly larger
at the tooth roots. The histogram evaluation of the precision
values associated with all sampling points confirms that most
of the values are smaller than 1 µm (Fig. 12). As mentioned
above, the single point precision is described by the stan-
dard deviation of {tk}nk=1. Similarly, the local superposition
of the geometrical work piece deviations and the systematic
measurement error can be calculated by the mean value of
{tk}

n
k=1, which is shown in Fig. 13 (see also Sect. 1). This

plot shows that the tooth root regions are systematically af-
fected by high observed deviations, while the middle part of
the tooth profile homogeneously exhibits deviations of about
40 µm. This is also confirmed by the histogram visualization
shown in Fig. 12.
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Figure 11. Single point precision (standard deviation) values for
all sampling points of the nominal contour. See also the histogram
visualization of the shown values in Fig. 12.

Figure 12. Histogram visualization of the single point precision
values (standard deviation) and the mean values of {tk}nk=1 for all
sampling points of the nominal gear profile. See also Figs. 11 and
13 for false colour plots.

Figure 13. Visualization of the mean values of {tk}nk=1, which rep-
resent the local superposition of the systematic work piece devia-
tions and the systematic measurement error. See also the histogram
visualization of the shown values in Fig. 12.

6 Discussion

As already mentioned during the discussion of Fig. 4,
the measurement chain used to determine the single
point precision for helix and profile scans according to
VDI/VDE 2612-1 was affected by various sources of uncer-
tainty which led to the observation of precision values of
up to 20–25 µm when determining the single point preci-
sion. This could not be explained by the (single point) prob-
ing precision of the CMM itself, which is verified by regu-
lar calibration of the measurement device as well as by the
observed positional repeatability (0.41 µm with 99 % confi-
dence) of the perpendicular distance between the flick fea-
ture and the cylinder axis. A substantial part of the observed
single point precision could be explained by the lack of preci-
sion of the rotatory table. The remaining part of the observed
single point precision is caused by various other influences.
It is possible that the centring operation during the defini-
tion of the coordinate system of the gear wheel was unstable
enough to be responsible for some of the observed effects.
Furthermore, the surface roughness is regarded as an impor-
tant influence factor in the achieved measurement uncertain-
ties, which is reflected in the fact that the surface roughness
value Rz directly contributes to the measurement uncertainty
using the “Virtual CMM” for the uncertainty calculation of
the utilized system (Wäldele and Schwenke, 2002). This sys-
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tem (version 1) supports uncertainty estimation for measure-
ments using single point probing (Wäldele and Schwenke,
2002). Additionally, dynamic effects during the scan can
worsen the achieved precision (Pereira and Hocken, 2007;
Jinwen and Yanling, 2011; Keck et al., 2016). It is possi-
ble that the scan control system reaches some limitations,
considering the more than 20 years of operating time of the
CMM. Some hints at that fact can also be observed in Fig. 6
for the helix scans, where the precision fluctuates along the
scan trajectory.

The determination of the single point precision of a com-
plete gear wheel profile scan using the scan on curve func-
tionality resulted in very high observed precision values for
the middle part of the tooth profiles. In the tooth root regions,
comparably low precision values were observed, which could
be explained by the high curvature values of the scan trajec-
tory in those regions. In the case of the gear profile measure-
ment, the latter method exhibits superior measurement un-
certainty characteristics compared to the first method, which
is most likely mainly caused by the usage of an imprecise
rotatory table.

7 Conclusions

In this paper, an adjustment of the single point uncertainty
framework, which had primarily been developed to evalu-
ated areal measurements, was presented. Now, locally re-
solved uncertainty values can also be calculated for differ-
ent CMM examinations using the scanning mode. Repeated
measurements of a steel gear wheel were used to generate the
measurement data. In the case of the measurement of profile
and helix scans, the adjustment was characterized by the ad-
ditional reconstruction of the underlying nominal geometry
from the measurement data. The measurement series exhib-
ited unexpectedly low precision, which is in general untyp-
ical of tactile CMM measurements. A large part of the ob-
served precision could be assigned to the uncertainty of the
used rotatory table, although the observation could not be
fully explained. The second method, scan on curve, yielded
very low single point precision values and is therefore very
well suited for the demonstrated use case of inspecting spur
(involute) gear wheels. Finally, the single point uncertainty
framework was successfully used to determine the precision
of the complete measurement chain of repeated CMM mea-
surements. The demonstrated visualization options give the
possibility of observing the uncertainty characteristics of a
measurement chain for a complete work piece and therefore
identifying possible flaws in the design of the testing plan.
Future research efforts need to focus on the verification of
these results by examination of different test objects.

Data availability. In this paper, we present a methodology to de-
termine the single point uncertainty of steel gear wheels using tac-
tile coordinate measuring machines in scanning mode. The algo-

rithms used for this purpose, the parameters for the generation of
the measurement data and all data processing steps are described in
detail in the paper. Additionally, publications cited in the paper de-
scribe the algorithms used to determine the single point uncertainty.
Thus, all information needed for a reproduction of the presented
results is available to the interested reader.
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